Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

30 July 2018 17:13
reviews
Change of Ward Boundaries

I live in
Broadstone. I moved here in 2011
and immediately
Broadstone became centre of my life here.
I registered with a doctor, dentist and optician, also the library. My hairdresser is on the Broadway.
Through a note on the notice board in the library, I joined a walking group of like minded ladies all
from Broadstone and a few have become close and valued friends. I visit the restaurants, shops
and post office and occasionally the launderette. I also use the bus service.
So I feel very much part of the Broadstone community and care greatly about issues arising in the
town.
I never go to Creekmoor for any reason and would be sad if I could have no input or interest in the
community of Broadstone. We are kept well informed by our Councillors and I would be saddened
by a change that would separate me from this connection.
Yours sincerely
30. 07. 2018
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7/31/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Keighley Avenue has been in existence since 1965 and we purchased our property in 1966 and have
always held a postal address of BROADSTONE. I list below reasons why we SHOULD NOT COME
UNDER THE JURISTRICTION OF CREEKMOOR 1). We would have to double our journey to drive to a
DOCTORS SURGERY - LIBRARY - COMMUNITY HALL - SHOP - RECREATION FACILITIES - ETC having
to travel down Sopers lane along the dual carriage way and cut through at the traffic lights to
Creekmoor lane and then into Millfield - BROADSTONE is a 2 minute drive up York Road to all
amenities that one would expect our local council to provide 2) Having to drive along an already
busy Sopers Lane ( busy due to grammar school - Siemens - and then the main dual carriage way
into Poole ) to visit any of our day to day facilities will add further congestion to already busy roads
WHEREAS we literally just drive up York Road at present (WHY DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO BRING US
UNDER CREEKMOOR JURISTRICTION) YES one appreciates that we can still visit another so called
district ( which Broadstone will be if these changes go ahead) but we shall have no representation
or direct say in how we wish BROADSTONE to grow and develop AND YET BROADSTONE IS BY FAR
OUR NEAREST DISTRICT TO ACCESS ALL FACILITIES THAT A COMMUNITY REQUIRES And LASTLY
WE BROUGHT OUR PROPERTY - PAID EXTRA - TO ENJOY AN ADDRESS OF BROADSTONE WHICH
PROTRAYS LIVING IN AN AREA WHICH ALL LOCAL FACILITIES ON OUR DOORSTEP

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13886
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7/31/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The draft recommendations for Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council are my preferred
outcome of the review & give the best continuity going forward for the new authority.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13893
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

01 August 2018 11:05
reviews
RE: Council Ward Boundaries for Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole

Please note - reviews@lgbce.org.uk
From:
Sent: 30 July 2018 08:11
To: reviews@gbce.org.uk;
Subject: Council Ward Boundaries for Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole

Dear Review Officer
My husband and I are very distressed on reading the proposed revision of our road and the surrounding
roads to align us to Oakdale ward. We bought our property because it came under Parkstone BH14 postcode
and the proce refleted this! If you look at the properties in the roads mentioned you would see they are very
individual properties in line with the Parkstone area, not Oakdale. I sincerely hope we stay in Parkstone
ward as the ramifications could be quite devastating to us.
Regards

DISCLAIMER: This email and any files transmitted with it may be confidential, legally privileged and protected in law
and are intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. The copyright in all documentation is
the property of the Borough of Poole and this email and any documentation must not be copied or used other than
as strictly necessary for the purpose of this email, without prior written consent which may be subject to conditions.
Any view or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
Borough of Poole. The Borough of Poole reserves the right to inspect incoming and outgoing emails. If you have
received this email in error please contact the sender by return and confirm that its contents have been destroyed.
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

20 August 2018 20:14
reviews
Local Government Reorganisation

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
We refer to our previous e‐mail of 9th August (ref 5345) stating our objections to the proposal by the Joint
Committee from Bournemouth, Poole & Christchurch, part of which is to move Edwina Drive into Creekmore.
We have subsequently been informed that despite the fact that the Boundaries Commission prefers to see a
variance of less than 10% from the average, the proposed move of the 3 suggested areas into Creekmore
Ward would increase this variance to 11%, which surely negates the rationale behind such a move.
To re‐iterate our previous comments, we are part of the Broadstone community & see absolutely no benefit &
considerable disadvantages in moving us to an inaccessible area 2 – 3 miles away. Many of our neighbours are
elderly
& these proposals are causing some upset.

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

01 August 2018 14:29
reviews
Plans for new council ward boundaries

We are writing to register our objection to the revised Ward Boundaries under the new unitary council for
Bournemouth, Christchurch & Poole, under which we would be moved into Creekmoor Ward.
We are situated in
a road we elected to move to in 1996, due to it’s close proximity & walking
accessibility to the Broadstone Centre amenities being shops, banks, doctor’s surgery & library. In addition there is a
strong feeling of a ‘village’ community within the area To move our boundary where our ‘local’ centre is several
miles away when the existing one is just up the road is, frankly, ludicrous & has not been properly thought through
other than for purely political reasons! Such a move would inevitably impinge on property values within our area &
should this move proceed we shall definitely not be going to Creekmoor to cast our votes.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

04 July 2018 15:01
reviews
Re-allocation of Broadstone Ward

Dear Sir/Madam
Broadstone Ward
My husband, my son and I are
concerned to learn of the proposed changes to the
southern boundary of Boadstone Ward as submitted by the Joint Committee.
We have always understood that Sorrel Gardens and the immediate surrounding roads are within the Broadstone
Ward. We use Broadstone for shopping, leisure, library and social activities on a regular/weekly/daily basis, and it is
important for us to be able to vote for Broadstone Councillors for whom we have great respect.
To be re‐allocated into Creekmoor Ward is not the way forward for Pinesprings. We wish to remain part of the
Broadstone Ward and to be able to 'have a voice' in the exciting new projects that are being planned for Broadstone
itself.
Our affiliation with Creekmoor is in no way comparable to that of Broadstone and we see no benefit whatsoever in
changing this.
Yours faithfully

1

8/2/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: Member of the public

Comment text:
In response to the above I feel very strongly against the proposed boundary changes for our road
and strongly for remaining as part of Broadstone. We as a family live in Broadstone, use
Broadstone facilities and are a part of the Broadstone community. As part of this we have always
voted as Broadstone residents and feel engaged with local Broadstone counsellors. Being part of
Broadstone allows us a say in the community we both live and spend our time, together with the
Broadstone services/facilities we use. We never go into or use Creekmoor facilities and therefore
being part of this ward would mean we are excluded from having a say in what we do use and are
part of.

Our family GP surgery is Hadleigh House Surgery in
Broadstone; we use shops, bank and use restaurants, take-aways, and pubs in Broadstone, never in
Creekmoor - nothing in our lives is part of Creekmoor. When there have been plans to make
improvements or changes to local facilities (such as children Park areas/changes to the Broadway
we have and wish to continue to be able to take part in having a say in shaping our community,
where we live and what we use. We as a family feel that the suggested changes are about numbers
rather than about community involvement and participation by people who live in the affected areas
and feel passionately that this should not be the case. Let us remain where we feel we belong and
let us continue having a say in the area we spend our time and the facilities we use - as part of
Broadstone.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13922
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Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

05 August 2018 11:20
reviews
Ward Boundary Proposals - Broadstone

To whom it may concern
I am writing with regard to the proposed boundary changes for the Broadstone ward, before the
public consultation period ends on 27 August 2018. The current proposal is that the entire Pinesprings
area is removed from Broadstone ward and incorporated within Creekmoor.
Myself and my partner have been Pinesprings residents for just over a year and we only became aware of
the proposals recently having read a column by local councillors in the Broadstone Link. I wrote to Vikki
Slade and Mike Brooke expressing concerns. Those concerns being:







One of the reasons we decided to move from Ashley Cross to Broadstone was because of the
similar 'village community' feel within Broadstone and the surrounding area. Since moving here we
have immersed ourselves in the local community; we shop and socialise regularly in Broadstone
(supporting local businesses where we can), use transport links and we have registered with
medical practices within Broadstone. We visit the main shopping area at least once a week to use
the local Post Office (invaluable) shops, chemist, hair salons, banks etc. We are concerned that a
boundary change will destroy the sense of community and cohesion that we have enjoyed since
relocating here.
According to the report, one of the reasons for changing the ward boundary is so that there is
supposedly a more consistent number of electors per councillor. Having spoken to two of the
three that represent Broadstone it seems that this is not the case. In fact I have been advised that
if the current proposals are adopted, it actually gives Creekmoor MORE electors per councillor than
Broadstone at present, so this logic seems flawed. It seems that even to the councillors
representing Broadsone are against the plans and do not want to lose the support of the
Pinesprings residents; to them at least community inclusion and cohesion is more important than
'elector numbers'.
My personal experience with the local ward councillors is that they are approachable, accessible
and engage with people in their local area which is reassuring. Losing that valuable link will be
detrimental to community and local democracy in my opinion. I for one do not want to lose that
link.

Our opinions and votes were deemed valuable in the recent referendum regarding the BROADSTONE
Neighbourhood Plan; indeed we had many mail drops encouraging us to vote in favour of the plan. If we
are now to be annexed off into another ward I would like to register my strenuous objection, as I believe
many other local residents have done when this has been proposed the past. Having looked at the
proposed new boundary lines, it seems that 'Broadstone and Merley' becomes more Merley biased than
Broadstone.
I have also written to my local MP regarding this matter; whilst he tells me that he is not a decision maker
in this process, I understand that he will be participating
in the consultation process. He assures me that
1

he is well aware that public opinion in this area is not in favour of the proposals, and has promised to write
to all residents in the affected roads encouraging them to have their say during the consultation period.
I understand that final recommendations will be publicised in October. I do hope that you will consider my
concerns and opinions, and the concerns and opinions of other residents before finalising those
recommendations.
Yours sincerely

2

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

03 August 2018 09:07
reviews
Fw: Creekmoor/ Oakdale Boundary Changes.

Sent from Windows Mail
From:
Sent: Thursday, 2 August 2018 19:44
To: information@boundarycommissionengland.gov.uk
Hello.
What a brilliant example of bureaucratic stupidity this proposal is. Obviously a pen pusher sat firmly
behind his desk has made this decision without visiting the area. There is no connection between Upton
House and Oakdale, no link what‐so‐ever.
It becomes even more ludicrous when you consider that the reason for the change is to balance the
numbers of residents in each ward, because there are only two people residing in Upton House.
Well done you members of the Boundary Commission, I’m sure you think you are worth every penny that
you are paid. Not so.
Get real.
Kind regards.

Sent from Windows Mail

1

Owen, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

07 August 2018 07:44
reviews
Boundary Commission Changes effecting Creekmoor, Poole

Dear sir/madam,
I was flabbergasted to read the proposal if the Boundary Commission to move Upton Country Park out of Creekmoor
and into Oakdale as part of the suggested changes when the Unitary Authority of Poole, Bournemouth and
Christchurch is created.
As a resident of Creekmoor for over 34 years, Upton Park has been intrinsically linked to our community. If you were
to take time to poll residents of Poole to ask them where Upton Park is I am positive that most would say "near
Creekmoor" and I am sure none would say near Oakdale!
If you followed your logic you would end up with Canford Heath SSSI moving into Broadstone, or Poole Park being
moved to Lower Parkstone, which would b equally crazy.
The people of Creekmoor are impacted greatly with what happens at Upton Park, example is with parking, where
many large events that take place there result in attendees parking in Creekmoor, (not Oakdale) to attend these
events. Indeed weekly Parkruns held in Upton Park see runners park in Creekmoor for the 5K run as the main
entrance to the park is within 200M of the Creekmoor western roundabout
I could have kind of understood if North Hamworthy were chosen as the location of Upton Park as houses there do
border the park, however no properties in Oakdale are anywhere near the eastern aspects of the park.
I think the proposition put forward, for many Poole residence is illogical and I would be interested to understand
how The Boundary Commission came up with this wacky decision and your justification for this.
I do hope your team seriously re ‐examine this matter, as I am sure I am not alone in thinking the decision makes no
sense.
Best regards,
Creekmoor resident.

1

8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: n/a

Comment text:
I understand that Upton Country Park is being proposed to be moved from Creekmoor ward into
Oakdale ward. Why? You can't access the park from Oakdale, you can only access it coming out of
Hamworthy and from Creekmoor. All events there impact on Creekmooor and have no effect on
Oakdale, so why would you move intro this ward? Something is not right here! It would appear that
no consideration for Creekmoor has been taken into account, and clearly no one has been down to
review the area. If they had they would have seen that Upton Country Park is separated from
Oakdale by an expanse of water, Holes Bay, and also an industrial estate. Upton Country Park is
part of Creekmoors identity and needs to remain so. Stop interfering for the sake of having
something to do and justifying your positions and jobs. Absolutely ridiculous!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13932
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I think it will be a good idea to return Canford Heath to one ward as even if you live in Canford
Heath west you use all the facilities of East and West, plus cutting down the councillors would save
money I would imagine.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13934
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13941
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13942
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It is crazy to include Upton Country Park in the Oakdale ward. Access to the Park is via
Longmeadow Lane in Creekmoor and the impact of any events at the Park in terms of noise or
parking issues affect Creekmoor residents, not Oakdale. It is the residents of Creekmoor who have
strong links to the Park and a close community connection for dog walking, activities for children
and using the cycle routes and footpaths through the Park to access the town centre and
Hamworthy. No one lives at the Park so who it is linked with does not matter in terms of residential
population calculations. Oakdale is not more linked to the Park than any other areas of Poole like
Parkstone or Canford Heath. I hope common sense prevails and it remains linked to Creekmoor.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13946
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I strongly object to the inclusion of Upton Country Park in the Oakdale Ward. Oakdale has no
greater connection to the Park than any other residential area in Poole. It should be retained within
Creekmoor as the access to the Park is via Longmeadow Lane in Creekmoor and it is the residential
population of Creekmoor who experience the impact of any activities held at the Park. It provides
key footpath and cycle links for the people of Creekmoor to access Poole Town centre and
Hamworthy. It makes no difference which ward is included in the Park as no one lives there. Please
reconsider this ridiculous proposal.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13947
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
It is ludicrous to move the Creekmoor/Oakdale boundary in the way proposed. It will move Upton
Country Park into a Ward that has no connection with it. There are no direct connections, either
walking, Cycling or driving that link Oakdale with the park. Events that happen in the park have no
impact on Oakdale residents due to the distance it is away from Oakdale. The proposed BC
boundary cuts Creekmoor almost in half using the A350/A35 from Fleetsbridge Roundabout to
Longmeadow Lane as an arbitrary line on a map with no regard to the community that lies within
it. Keeping Upton Country park within the Creekmoor boundary reflects the interests and Identities
of our local community. Also there is no population number balance involved as no one lives in the
section to be moved. Has anybody from the Boundary Commission actually visited the area as it is
required to do? Please reconsider this change as it makes no sense.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13959
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Keep upton country park in Creekmore, where it belongs.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13960
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposal to move Upton Country Park from Creekmoor to Oakdale does not make any sense at
all. No-one lives in the Park, so no difference will be made to the number of councillors needed.
Access into the park is easy from Creekmoor, but there is no safe way to cross the busy dual
carriageway for Oakdale residents. The events held at the park directly affect Creekmoor residents
with noise pollution and parking on local Creekmoor roads, but have no affect for the Oakdale
Ward. Creekmoor is the closest community to the Park with easy walking and cycling access,
whereas Oakdale residents have to travel there by car or public transport. Perhaps the Boundary
Commission staff would like to actually visit the area, so that they can see how ludicrous their
proposal is.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13962
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The idea of moving Upton Park out of the Creekmoor ward and move it to Oakdale is ludicrous. The
only way to drive into Upton Country Park is through Creekmoor and any events at the Park will
have a direct effect on Creekmoor and not Oakdale. Also no one lives in Upton Country Park so is
not being changed to make each ward more even with population.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13966
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8/8/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Bournemouth, Christchurch and Poole Council
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name: None

Comment text:
We understand that you wish to move Upton Country Park from Creekmoor over to Oakdale. We live
in Creekmoor and the park is just a walk from anywhere in that ward. If you bothered to visit the
place or look on a map you would see that Oakdale is on the other side of Holes Bay and as such
has no direct or safe walking route or even a community connection with Upton Country Park as we
have with Creekmoor. So please think again and let us keep our well used and loved Park.
Creekmoor, Poole Dorset.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13979
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